Treadmill
The most advanced Smart Treadmill
Features & Benefits

Touch Display
Touch screen display with 20.5" wide LCD monitor / Separate exercise information window / Digital TV connected with coaxial cable or HDMI / Internet connection via WiFi to enjoy Youtube, Netflix and so on.

Smart OS & Mirroring
Android Smartphone OS system based Smart Treadmill / WiFi and Bluetooth communication available / the most advanced intelligent Treadmill / Mirroring system let your Smartphone display shows on treadmill monitor via Airplay (iOS) or Mirrorcast (Android).

Running System
Safety Stop will stop automatically while user not on the treadmill / Dual Incline with two way inclination gives stability and durability / Floating Deck prevent any shock to the body from hard deck / Preset Exercise program available with Heart Rate Sensor

Speed Sync
Our human body wants more natural running. Speed Sync Autonomy system let runner even no need any move pressing button to change speed. Two type sensor catches your position and adjust the exact speed what you want to run. Never use arm to press button, just use arm for natural running!

Product Information

MAX. SPEED up to 25km/h
MAX. INCLINE up to 22%
DIMENSIONS 928 x 2165 x 1645 mm (W x L x H)
MAX. USER WEIGHT 190 kg
MAX. USER WEIGHT 180 kg
The Salted System, which is another autonomous exercise sensor shoes combined with the Speed Sync System, analyzes the sensor’s grounding signals to provide data on improper posture and balance during a running exercise, and provides a guideline to help users correct their posture and balance.

FITT is a customized healthcare solution based on scientific exercise data. It generates quantified and scientific customized data for each user and provides sports medical data based on them.
Treadmill
Products Line

It calculates the user's movement speed and position with an inbuilt ultrasonic sensor and the pressure on the foot plate to automatically adjust the user's speed.